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Abstract—Motion recognition based on surface electromyogram (sEMG) recorded from the forearm is attracting attention for its applicability because it easily integrates with wearable devices and has a high signal-to-noise ratio. Inter-subject variability and inadequate data availability are common problems encountered in classifiers. Transfer learning (TL) techniques can reduce the inter-subject variability; however, when the amount of data recorded from each source subject is small, the TL-combined classifier is prone to overfitting problems. In this study, we tested the accuracy of motion recognition with and without TL when the source dataset was increased up to 10 times with a time-domain data augmentation method called mixup. The performance was evaluated using an 8-class sEMG dataset containing wearable sensing data from 25 subjects. We found that mixup improved the performance of TL-combined classifiers (support vector machine and 4-layered fully connected feedforward neural network). In future work, we plan to investigate the relationship between the amount of data and sEMG-based motion recognition by comparing multiple sEMG datasets and multiple data augmentation methods.

I. INTRODUCTION

Myoelectric control systems (MCSs) provide a communication channel between humans and external machines by measuring and analyzing surface electromyograms (sEMGs). The inclusion of a machine learning-based motion recognition module in the system allows for robust control; thus, many MCSs have been developed to combine with many applications, such as prostheses [1] and robotic arms [2]. Owing to a large difference between individuals (i.e., inter-subject variability), it is necessary to learn classifiers for each individual (i.e., within-subject classifiers); however, the construction of a within-subject classifier requires a considerable time for data measurement from the user. Recently, it has been reported that transfer learning (TL) techniques can provide an effective cross-subject classifier for a user by using a premeasured dataset from other users (source subjects), which requires only a small amount of calibration data from the target user [3], [4]. Thus, the realization of an easy-to-use system using sEMG has been attracting attention.

The amount of data from a target user as well as each source subject is limited because measuring a large amount of labeling data from each subject is difficult owing to the time required for measurement and the burden of labeling. Accurate TL-combined classifiers based on deep learning (DL) approaches, such as the fully connected feedforward neural network (FCFNN), convolutional neural network (CNN), and recurrent neural network (RNN) are useful [3], [4] for large datasets, such as NINAPRO [5] and CapgMyo [6]; however, it may be difficult to construct them in environments where a small source dataset is prepared.

To develop a pipeline that works well when the amount of data for both target and source subjects is limited, we proposed a shallow TL technique called style transfer mapping (STM) that transforms target data into representative points of the source dataset using the affine transform [7]. In our previous study, seven source subject data that were similar to the target user were integrated into one large source dataset to find representative points with diversity. This technique greatly improves the accuracy of a cross-subject support vector machine (SVM) classifier. However, the amount of data in the integrated dataset was still limited because each source subject had a small amount of data. In addition, it did not address individual differences among source subjects. Owing to inadequate data availability and the large inter-subject variability of source subjects, the TL-combined classifier easily causes an overfitting problem. Because the cross-subject classifier itself should refer to the entire source dataset and learn good classification boundaries, overfitting is undesirable and can be improved. If the amount of source data can be increased while mitigating the differences in the data of each source subject, the ability of the TL-combined classifier may be improved.

Data augmentation (DA) methods increase the amount and variety of original sEMG data on the subjects by transforming an existing labeled sample, thereby allowing the model to learn the range of intra-class variation that may be observed [8]. We assumed that augmenting the data by mixing the same class of data among the source subjects can mitigate the effects of individual differences in the source dataset, which will also contribute to improving the accuracy of the TL-combined classifiers. Thus, in this study, we applied a DA method called mixup [9] to mix sEMG data from different source subjects in the time domain and assess the impact on two classifiers (SVM and 4-layered FCFNN) and STM-combined ones.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

The overall analysis pipeline is shown in Fig. 1, and the respective modules are described in the following subsections.

A. Dataset

We used the same dataset as in the previous study [7], which consists of data from 25 individuals performing eight...
Fig. 1. (a) Making data reduced, original, and data augmented source datasets. (b) TL-combined classification using the prepared source datasets.

types of 1-degree-of-freedom forearm motions. Each trial has a 6-second length and is repeated five times, resulting in 40 trials. The data were recorded at a sampling rate of 200 Hz with eight electrode pairs attached to the right forearm using a Myo Gesture Control Armband (Thalmic Labs).

B. Preprocessing

The signals were high-pass filtered at 15 Hz through a fifth-order Butterworth filter. A data interval of 1.5 s was extracted from 6 s of data using a sample entropy-based onset detection method [7]. The first time point that exceeded the threshold was identified as the onset for the active segment.

C. Data Augmentation

The amount of data in the source dataset can be easily increased using a simple mixup operation as follows:

$$\tilde{x} = \lambda x_i + (1 - \lambda)x_j,$$

where $x_i$, $x_j$, and $\lambda$ are the $i$-th and $j$-th source data, and the mix rate ($0 < \lambda < 1$) sampled from the beta distribution $B(\alpha, \alpha)$ ($\alpha \in (0, \infty)$). We set $\alpha$ to 1 to generate samples uniformly and determine $\lambda$ for each mixup operation. Considering the fact that labels can also be mixed in the same way, we applied the mixup method to the same-class data.

It is clear from Eq. (1) that the mixup method is a linear interpolation of two types of data, and the augmented data has an intermediate characteristics between them. Simply, this method can mitigate the differences in the datasets of each source subject. In our experiments, a classifier was trained for each target subject with a dataset that was prepared individually by grouping samples from seven source subjects that were similar to the target subject, as described in Section II-E. Two data were randomly selected from the source dataset. In addition, this method was performed between different trials as well as between the same trials; however, two data were constantly selected without duplication (i.e., from different subjects or different trials) because mixing between the same trials in a subject does not generate new data.

To include verification when the amount of data decreased, we prepared seven different types of data (1/10, 1/5, 1/2, 1, 2, 5, and 10 times). The number of data per class was adjusted to be the same.

D. Feature Extraction

A 1.5-second, 8-channel segment was further subdivided into 0.25-second analysis windows with class labels.
analysis window has an overlap of 80% with the previous and next windows (i.e., 0.05-second shifts); thus, a 1.5-second segment yielded 26 0.25-second analysis windows.

For an analysis window of one channel, a gold standard 11-dimensional feature set (mean absolute value, zero crossing, slope sign changes, waveform length, root mean square, and sixth-order autoregressive coefficients) [10] was extracted. We then have an 8-channel data; thus, a 0.25-second analysis window was translated into an 88-dimensional feature vector (11 features, 8 channels). All these features were normalized using the z-score to eliminate the scaling effects among different features.

E. Classifier

We applied SVM with a radial basis function kernel and 4-layered FCFNN (containing three hidden layers) classifiers for 8-class motion recognition. SVM was implemented in LIBSVM for MATLAB [11], and FCFNN was implemented in MATLAB’s DL toolbox based on full-batch training. For the target user, we trained a classifier by grouping the data of seven subjects other than the user. These seven subjects were those whose classifiers showed high classification accuracy against the calibration data of the user (see Fig. 1(a)). Each individual classifier has been optimized with 4-fold cross validation (CV).

The hyperparameters in SVM and FCFNN were optimized by grid-search with 4-fold CV of data reduced, original, and data augmented source datasets. The hyperparameters in SVM, cost parameter \( C \), and kernel parameter \( \sigma \) were tuned with \( \{10^{-3}, 10^{-2}, \ldots, 10^3\} \). The hyperparameters in FCFNN, the number of units of three hidden layers, and weight decay were tuned with \( \{22, 44, \ldots, 352\} \) and \( \{e^{-2}, e^{-3}, \ldots, e^{-7}\} \). We omitted the case in which the number of units increased more than the number of units in the previous hidden layer. In addition, the quartet (initial learning rate, activation function, optimizer, maximum number of epochs) was set to 0.01, ReLU, Adam, 100.

F. Transfer Learning

To transform the target data \( x_n \) into the source dataset, we applied a supervised STM algorithm that learns the affine transform by minimizing the weighted squared error [12]:

\[
\min_{A, b} \sum_{n=1}^{N} \|Ax_n + b - d_n\|_2^2 + \beta\|A - I\|_F^2 + \gamma\|b\|_2^2, \tag{2}
\]

where \( \|\cdot\|_2, \|\cdot\|_F \) and \( I \) are the Frobenius norm of the matrix, \( L_2 \) norm of the vector, and identity matrix, respectively. The second and third terms prevent it from distancing from the original position. STM cannot map calibration data directly to the source dataset; however, by finding representative points (prototypes) that represent the source dataset well, the STM algorithm can learn the affine transform matrix \( A \) and \( b \) based on the points as prototypes (see Fig. 1(b)). We clustered the source dataset via \( K \)-means ++ clustering [13] in each class and repeated the operation 10 times to obtain reliable cluster centers. In addition, the number of cluster \( K \) was optimized from 1 to 7 via evalclusters function with source datasets. The nearest class center to a calibration sample \( x_n \) is defined as a prototype \( d_n \).

The parameters of the affine transform \( A \) and \( b \) were trained using prototypes and a calibration dataset (all-class first-trial data of the target). The hyperparameters in the STM and tuning parameters \( \beta \) and \( \gamma \) were tuned with \( \{0, 0.2, \ldots, 3\} \) [14] using all class second-trial target data.

G. Evaluation

In this study, we examined 8-class motion recognition performances of two types of classifiers (SVM and FCFNN) and two types of TL-combined classifiers (STM-SVM and STM-FCFNN) using a testing dataset that contains all class third- to fifth-trial data of the target. The source datasets have seven different amounts of data.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Motion Recognition Performances

The classification accuracies with two types of classifiers (SVM and FCFNN) and two types of TL-combined classifiers (STM-SVM and STM-FCFNN) over seven different amounts of source dataset are shown in Fig. 2). Both SVM and FCFNN showed a drastic improvement in accuracy by applying STM, and this trend was observed regardless of the number of data (75.00–80.38% in SVM and FCFNN and 82.21–88.54% in STM-SVM and STM-FCFNN). The accuracy of STM-SVM was higher than that of STM-FCFNN, with the highest accuracy of 88.54% for STM-SVM using two and five source data (see the top figure in Fig. 2). However, in both cases, the TL-combined classifiers showed an improvement in accuracy with more data than with the original amount of data. In particular, the largest improvement of 1.03% was observed for FCFNN when the amount of source data was five times larger (see the bottom figure in Fig. 2).

A decrease in accuracy was observed when TL was not used. Even if the data of the seven source subjects are similar, they are different from the target subject, and increasing the data of the source subjects may overfit the data and cause a decrease in the classification accuracy of the target. However, it is important that cross-subject classifiers are fitted by the source dataset if they are to be applied to TL.

Because SVM finds support vectors, which assist in finding the classification boundary from a small amount of data, the location of support vectors may not change even if a DA method is applied. In the case of sEMG, where the amount of data is limited, it is natural that SVM is a famous and gold standard classifier for sEMG-based motion recognition. It has been reported in various studies that if sufficient number and variety of data are available, motion recognition performance is higher in DL-based approaches than in traditional shallow machine learning methods, such as linear discriminant analysis, hidden Markov model, and SVM [15], [16]. The results of this experiment showed that the change in accuracy with a change in the number of data
was smaller for STM-SVM than for STM-FCFNN, thus, supporting the above reason.

DL architectures will be used for classifiers in sEMG-based motion recognition, once DA methods have shown in various situations that they can successfully increase the amount and variety of original data and become a common technology in the community. The same suggestion has been considered in TL techniques [3], [4]. When determining the relationship between the target and source datasets and bridging them, it is expected to be more accurate if the relationship is represented in more (deeper) layers rather than only in a single (shallow) layer. We used a shallow TL technique, supervised STM, to transform the target data into the source dataset to avoid retraining the classifier. However, by applying the mixup method, the performance of TL-combined classifiers (STM-SVM and STM-FCFNN) was improved. Thus, DA methods have the potential to contribute to the improvement of TL-combined classifiers.

B. Future Work

In future work, we will include a comprehensive comparison of DA methods based on generative models, such as generative adversarial networks [17], [18] to create synthetic data and methods that synthesize real data. In addition, we will construct a DL classifier that combines DA and TL methods to build a highly accurate MCS that works well even with a small number of target and source data.
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